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the airport is located in the northwest of the city, just a few
kilometers away from the famous tay son river. the city is
separated into two parts by the river, with the upper part
being known as the old quarter. the airport is located just
north of the old quarter, and is set on a hilltop, surrounded by
large residential and commercial areas. the airport is a
medium-sized facility, with a single runway, which has no
facilities such as an ils. this means that the airport should be
easy to approach, but there is a small chance of passing over
vvnb with an incorrect approach angle. not sure there is a
special category for airports, but please could someone
redevelop vvnb/hanoi. one parking spot, and the new terminal
area isnt included. moreover, while the atc box shows 2
runways 11l/r, actually only 11l is available/visible. noi bai
international airport (han), the biggest airport in the northern
of vietnam. it is located 28 miles (45 km) from the central city
(hanoi- the capital of vietnam). when exiting noi bai
international airport, you will see lines to queue for taxis, with
a sign stating that it costs $15-16 usd to hanoi center. there
are a few companies operating this route including: vietnam
transfer service, viet thanh taxi, airport taxi and noi bai taxi or
hanoi airport transfer. you will pay directly to the driver when
arriving at the hotel. no toll fee or any other charge. however,
this is not always the case as tourists have been overcharged,
even up to $300usd for a taxi. apart from this, beware of taxi
touts. it isnt a bad idea to arrange an airport transfer with your
hotel or a travel agent in hanoi. its true that you have to
bargain when buy anything in hanoi. and please note: dont pay
the drivers by the counting clock in their cars, first you should
ask them about the price. in case that you want to save your
money for the taxi, then you can catch a bus instead (they
have round trip tickets available: noi bai-206 trang quang khai
str and reverse). this bus was supported by jet star pacific
airlines. the one way ticket is 40,000vnd (about 2 usd).
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the airport is located 28 miles from the city center and is
served by a number of high-speed buses. however, the airport

also has numerous taxi stands as well as buses to the city
center. it is also connected to the city via the hanoi metro. the
airport can only be reached by car, by hanoi metro, by bus or
by taxi. the airport is best accessed by car as its close to the

airport, the city and the airport has the most convenient
access points. the airport is located in the northwest part of
the city and is accessible from the city center via the hanoi

ring road. han việt nam the best airports in vietnam. han is the
largest airport in vietnam. it has a very big capacity. the taxi to
hanoi from han airport costs $15-$16 and from noi bai $16-18.

the hanoi airport is located south of the city center and is
served by two terminals: terminal 1 and terminal 2. terminal 1
is for domestic flights and terminal 2 for international flights.

currently, they are the only airline serving the airport, but
there are many more possibilities soon. *please notice: the

airport is not in the scenery, this is a separate file. you can use
it with all airports in the world (fs2004 + fsx) or only with

vietnam. the code (vvnb) is for vietnam in the fsx scenery of
the fs2004. the scenery is a great product of this developer,

designed with a lot of attention. thx for the lovely photo. its not
a texture pack. the aircraft, helicopters and planes are very

realistic. the textures of the airport and the city are also very
nice. the buildings in the city are well designed and placed.

there are many details and many buildings designed with a lot
of attention. also, there is a helicopter taxi and a bus, and a lot
of this scenery is not included in the fsx scenery of thaicreation

(so i bought this scenery to use it with the fsx scenery of
thaicreation). the helicopter taxi is included in the scenery for
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fsx and no fs2004. the helicopter comes with a sound. i hope
you enjoy this scenery. its not only a scenery, but also a great
product. i strongly recommend it. i bought it to use in the fsx
and fs2004. the price is $35 usd. if you buy it, please rate it 5

stars in the fsx scenery of thaicreation (for fsx and fs2004). thx
again for the beautiful photo. and thx for the attention to the

aircraft, helicopters and planes of this scenery. there are many
details that make this a very special product. please, do not
forget to rate it 5 stars in the fsx scenery of thaicreation (for

fsx and fs2004). again, thank you for your attention.
5ec8ef588b
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